Plumbing Services

Illingworth-Kilgust
Mechanical, Inc.

Tailor-made Plumbing Solutions.
Designed for Reliability.
For over 85 years, Illingworth-Kilgust Mechanical, Inc. (Illingworth-Kilgust Mechanical)
has provided customers a full range of customized HVAC, plumbing, industrial piping,
and air duct systems solutions. Through innovative design, quality execution, and a
deep knowledge of the products we offer, Illingworth-Kilgust Mechanical has successfully completed 6,000+ projects for 800+ customers in the past year.
Illingworth-Kilgust Mechanical’s reliable, responsive plumbing services can keep drainage and sewage systems trouble free, while satisfying stringent local health and safety
regulations. Our proven expertise can be a significant asset in developing commercial
piping systems that safely convey compressed air, gases, and difficult-to-contain materials like acid waste.

A Full Suite of Plumbing Services.
Second to None.
»» Our plumbing services include:
»» Prefabrication services
»» Design/build
»» Emergency response
»» Installation (new construction,
		renovation, retrofit)
»» Maintenance and repair
»» Master plumbers/plumbing designers
»» BIM/3D AutoCAD capabilities
»» LEED-accredited professionals
»» Solar thermal
»» Backflow preventer/cross connection
		 control device testing/repairs

Thousands of Projects.
Eight Major Markets Served.
»» Biotech/Healthcare
»» Commercial
»» Education
»» Financial
»» Manufacturing/Industrial

Done Right.
And Done Efficiently.
Whether we’re installing a new plumbing
system or retrofitting your existing system, you
can count on us to get the job done correctly
and efficiently without disrupting your normal
operations. Once your plumbing system installation is complete, our plumbers are available on
a 24-hour basis to keep them working properly.
Our goal is always the same—service, maintain, and ensure the reliability of your facility’s
plumbing systems.

»» Public/Government

Effective Prevention.
Rapid Solutions.

»» Technology
»» Entertainment/Hospitality

Local Relationships,
Built for the Long Term
What Can We Do For You?

414.476.5790

Our design/build team uses the latest technologies to develop tailored plumbing layouts and
floor plans. We can even simulate a building’s
peak demand periods—to properly size and
route supply and disposal piping systems. Our
customized plumbing solutions will accommodate your space requirements, existing piping
systems, and current equipment.

www.illingworth-kilgust.com

Milwaukee location: 11217 West Becher Street, West Allis, WI 53227
T 414.476.6850 F 414.476.0916
Madison location: 6950 Gisholt Drive, Madison, WI 53713
T 608.222.9196 F 608.222.3339
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